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NOTE: The North Dakota Department of Public Instruction (NDDPI) is receiving questions asking if 
specific items, activities, and/or programs will be approved for the grant. The NDDPI will not be 
approving or declining details during the application process. Applicants must review the goals of the 
CLSD grant as presented in the CLSD Funding Opportunity memo, the application workshop published 
materials, and the North Dakota grant application to the U.S. Department of Education (USDE), available 
at https://www.nd.gov/dpi/nd-comprehensive-literacy-state-development-clsd. Items within an 
application that are not allowed do not disqualify an applicant, however, may be excluded from the 
awarded amount during or following the awarding process. 

General 

1. Must we take the grant at all levels, or can we focus on a level where we don’t have coaches, 
or can we just serve Birth to 2-year-olds?  
All applications must include partnerships that represent entities from Birth through Grade 12 
and clearly demonstrate intent to implement at all levels.  
 

2. Will partnerships be required between the high school and the preschool?  
All applications must include partnerships that represent entities from Birth through Grade 12. 
However, this does not require high schools and preschools to plan activities together. The 
application allows for project descriptions for each of the four levels separately. 
 

3. Is this a continuous grant or a five-year grant? Will an annual application be required?  
The CLSD grant is a five-year grant which does not require grantees to reapply. Awards will be 
granted in one-year increments and continuation will be based on successful implementation of 
the grant goals and activities. 
 

4. We are thinking of starting a child center and building in a class at the high school that helps 
to serve children at the Birth – Kindergarten Entry level. Can this grant do that? 
It is possible to use Birth through Kindergarten Entry funds to support the literacy portion of 
preschool and childcare programs. These funds will not be able to fully support an entire 
preschool or childcare center. In addition to grant fund limitations, all other requirements and 
considerations for implementing preschools and childcare centers would come into play.  
 

5. Can Title I funding also support preschool with the CLSD grant funds? 
It is possible to use Title I funding to support preschool if preschool services will address a need 
and align with the schoolwide plan. There are many operational and funding regulations to 
consider in developing a plan for a preschool.  

 
6. What if there is crossover in the district such as an Early Learning Partner that serves more 

than one school district? 
Each district will apply for the CLSD grant with their own Birth through Kindergarten Entry 
project goals and budget, and work with early learning partner(s) to detail involvement. An early 
learning entity may work with more than one district, it will just be important to note that 
within the plan and any subsequent award conversation.  
  

https://www.nd.gov/dpi/nd-comprehensive-literacy-state-development-clsd
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7. Is this grant for math literacy as well? 
This grant is for improving literacy through a systemic improvement approach with a coaching 
and implementation focus. It is expected that literacy in all content areas, including math, will 
be addressed through this approach.  
 

Personnel 

8. Can we pay for a grant coordinator? 
A grant coordinator would be an allowable expense. There are two major categories of 
responsibility that could be covered with this position including business implementation and 
program implementation of the grant. A site should determine which areas of need they have 
and plan accordingly.  
 

9. Do FTEs need to be sustainable and/or maintained throughout the entire five years? 
This is a local decision. Sites should consider their needs and project goals and clearly explain 
any plans for personnel. It is required instructional coaches be maintained at the local level for 
the entire five years.  
  

10. Can interventionists be hired through this grant?  
This grant is not designed to provide the direct student services of intervention, but rather the 
supporting services that improve teacher skills in literacy instruction through professional 
development. Interventionists should be funded through another source.  
 

11. For the past couple of years, we have used Title I funds to pay salaries and benefits for 
intervention teachers at both elementary and high school levels. Rather than exclusively 
continue this practice, may we reduce interventionists and add instructional coaches?  
This is an option you can explore by considering your schoolwide plan and strategy map. An 
interventionist offers direct student services, while a coach will offer indirect services through 
teacher improvement/guidance. If you decide to change your student services model, you will 
need to clearly align the model with your schoolwide plan to assure you are not reducing direct 
student services which have been identified for your Title I funds. 

 
12. Do we have to ask for the same amount of funds for each grant year (two, three, four, five)? 

Would it be possible to ask for more in year two vs. year three? 
Yes. You may ask for different amounts in each year. You are encouraged to align the budget to 
project goals, so it is understandable the amounts needed each year may vary. Keep in mind this 
will affect amounts at all levels Birth through Grade 12. Also be aware, during the awarding 
process, it may not be possible to meet this exact request profile.  
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Family and Community Engagement 

13. Do we budget for family and community engagement work?  
A basic level of family and community engagement training and online platform support is 
required and provided by the state. Sites should budget travel funds for a core team of four to 
six to attend a two-day, in-state training. Be aware, family and community engagement is a 
priority in this grant and, therefore, additional plans and projects are expected and should be 
accounted for in program narratives and budgets.   
 

14. What is considered a viable option for the family and community engagement data?  
The state-provided platform reports school-to-family and family-to-school contact data based 
on high-quality interactions. Teams must offer a system-wide plan for collecting data on family 
and community engagement to report. The state does not have a list of options. It is up to teams 
to design and present an option that best meets local needs. See the Parents/Community tab on 
the NDDPI website for more information: https://www.nd.gov/dpi/parentscommunity/family-
engagement.  
 

15. We know the Livingtree platform is only provided through June 2021. What happens after? 
It is anticipated this platform will continue to be supported through state funds or CLSD state 
administrative monies. If the platform is no longer provided, grantees will not be required to 
continue utilizing this tool. 
 

Application 

16. Is there a minimum score on the application? 
Although a minimum score was originally published in the NDCLSD grant, it is not the intent of 
the state to use a minimum score. As many awards as funds can support will be granted from 
highest to lowest scoring applicants.  
 

17. Does the needs score include literacy proficiency? 
No. The needs score is based on demographics which include poverty, children with disabilities, 
English learners, and the underserved subgroup of Native Americans.  
 

18. Is there more detail to the scoring rubric than what was shared at the CLSD workshop?  
No. Only the points for each section of the application have been released. If a more specific 
scoring rubric is developed for the reviewers, it will be shared. This is not anticipated. 
 

Literacy Audit 

19. Must the Literacy Audit happen in the first implementation year between April and June?  
No. Regarding the literacy audit, year one refers to the calendar year from the time of award. 
However, grantees are encouraged to schedule it to occur by December of 2020.   
  

https://www.nd.gov/dpi/parentscommunity/family-engagement
https://www.nd.gov/dpi/parentscommunity/family-engagement
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20. Can you provide a list of Literacy Audit vendors used by other grantees from SRCL? 
The state does not endorse vendors; however, you can reach out to other sites or any Regional 
Education Agency for suggestions.  
 

21. Do we have to know who the Literacy Audit vendor is? Where do we find them? 
It is not a requirement to select a vendor before being awarded, but it can offer valuable detail 
in both the narrative and budget. You can reach out to your Regional Education Agency for 
suggestions and support in planning this step. Some examples of vendors shared at the 
workshops are Solution Tree or Marzano High Reliability Schools. However, it is important to 
note, the state does not require, nor does it endorse any specific vendor.  
 

22. Can the audit for B-5 be different than K-12? 
Yes. It would be allowable to use a vendor skilled for the various levels.  
 

Coaching 

23. Will a literacy component be added to the state provided coaching model?  
Yes. The Literacy Coaching Academy will be developed by the state through providers using 
CLSD administrative funds. It will not be provided as an attachment to the current state 
Coaching Academy, but it will be a separate literacy-specific Coaching Academy. Coaches at 
CLSD sites will be expected to be trained in both general instructional coaching practices and 
then literacy-specific techniques.  
 

24. Do we need to budget for travel for coaches and other professional development? 
Yes. Most coaches will be attending state-provided professional development, but travel must 
be paid through the site’s local grant funds. For the coaching academies, a general guide is to 
plan mileage, lodging and meals for six two-day sessions. Three in year one and three in year 
two. This will vary by site needs. Additional professional development is also a consideration for 
coaches.  
 

25. If literacy coaches have already been highly trained in both the Coaching Academy and other 
literacy training, will they be required to attend the CLSD coaching?  
A coach does not need to repeat training. This can be personalized with each site post-award. 
 

26. If we are already paying for coaching through Title I or Title II, how do we comingle the funds?  
There is assistance the NDDPI can provide to braid and blend federal funds that can be discussed 
post-award. 
 

27. Can we support other coaching areas besides literacy? 
This grant is for literacy coaching, so other areas could not be supported with the CLSD funds 
exclusively. Funds could be blended to support a coach with multiple responsibilities.  
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28. Does there need to be a full-time literacy coach, or can they be part-time or combined with 
another position?  
The coach does not need to be full-time. The support and pay structure for coaching position(s) 
should be determined based on local needs. Coaching can also be provided by external 
providers if instructional coaching staff cannot be hired in your area.    
 

29. Can a hired coach be paid by multiple grade levels?  
Yes. The equitable share of the coach’s work can be charged to those grade bands.  
 

30. What are the CLSD grant expectations for literacy instructional coaching job activities?  
The following Job Description Summary for Instructional Coaching is provided by the North 
Dakota Teacher Support System for general instructional coaching and can be useful as a guiding 
document.  It is not meant to limit sites with previous experience, or local guidelines for 
coaching staff. The CLSD grant requires the literacy coach focus on literacy across the 
curriculum.  

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: The Instructional Coach is a critical lever in improving student achievement. 
The role of the coach is to build teacher capacity and their understanding of instructional practices. An 
instructional coach is a learner who models continuous improvement, lifelong learning, and goes above 
and beyond to ensure student success. All instructional coaches work collaboratively as a team. 
Instructional coaches will promote reflection, provide guidance and structure where needed, and focus 
on strengths, collaboration and common issues of concern. They are responsible for ensuring high-quality 
instruction in classrooms through modeling, co-planning, co-teaching and providing feedback to 
teachers.  

 JOB RESPONSIBILITIES AND ROLES:  
• Model lessons in classrooms on a daily/weekly basis 

• Support the instructional development of all teachers in understanding the curriculum and varied 
assessments, and data analysis  

• Build strong relationships with teachers, administrators, and other coaches  

• Provide direction and coordination for how the curriculum is taught consistent with District 
initiatives and recognized best instructional practices 

• Create an articulated schedule with building administration  

• Assist teachers in understanding the school mission and core values  

• Assist teachers with resources, materials, tools, information, etc. to support classroom 
instruction and planning, including new resources  

• Support teachers and administrators in using data to improve instruction on all levels  

• Assist teachers with planning and pacing of lessons, the development of differentiated lessons, 
and the selection of best practices to meet the needs of their students  

• Support teachers by helping with the ―strategic how of teaching ― share multiple instructional 
strategies/processes with teachers during planning times  
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• Informally observe (non-evaluative) lessons and provide feedback for a teacher’s professional 
growth and students’ success  

• Develop staff members’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors through a variety of 
professional development targeted topics and designs  

• Develop coaching plans for teachers to ensure student improvement 

• Utilize Adult Learning Theory to motivate adult learners to improve professional practice  

• Contribute to the development systems and structures to improve teacher practice within 
schools 

• Provide job-embedded informal professional learning beyond the coaching responsibility 

 
SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS:  

• Certified in any specific teaching area  

• Minimum 5 years’ experience teaching, with a record of successfully impacting student 
achievement and working successfully with students  

• Proven ability to work cooperatively and effectively with colleagues, including the ability to 
create and nurture a professional community of adult learners  

• Demonstrated leadership qualities and strong interpersonal skills, including giving and receiving 
constructive feedback 

• Proven ability in using student-level data to guide instructional decisions  

• Demonstrated Teacher Leadership  

• Strong pedagogical knowledge and content expertise 

• Demonstrated expertise in oral and written communication 

• Strong interpersonal skills 

• Models continual improvement, demonstrates lifelong learning, and applies new learning to help 
all students achieve  

• Demonstrates evidence of professional growth, including leadership and participation in a wide 
range of significant professional development activities  

 
INTENDED OUTCOMES AND SUCCESS MEASURES:  

• Improve student and teacher performance in targeted areas as identified  
• Increase in Professional Learning opportunities and participation of staff across the district  
• Change in teaching practices 
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Professional Development 

31. Can Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) training be part of this grant?  
Yes. MTSS can be addressed in the professional development approach.  
 

32. Can this grant support out-of-state professional development? 
Out-of-state professional development is discouraged. The intent of this grant is to support the 
staff within an entire system. Therefore high-quality, long-term, job embedded professional 
development is most likely to occur on-site and/or in-state.  
 

Implementation Team 

33. Will the Implementation Team section of the application need names? Can these members 
change throughout the five-year grant period? 
The Implementation Team form within the application must have representatives’ names in 
each of the required positions, even if the person named is temporarily filling the slot during 
application. This team should remain filled throughout the grant; however, it is fine for 
representatives to change. Required positions should never be left unfilled.  
 

34. Can the Family/Community member be employed at the school? 
The intent is to have representation from a variety of voices and views, so filling from within 
defeats the purpose if the person is administration or teaching staff. Support staff may provide a 
valuable voice. It is recommended to have at least one team member that is not employed by 
the school.  
 

Implementation Consultant 

35. How should you budget for the external support of the Implementation Consultant?  
A team may need external support for a variety of reasons. Some examples include: a very small 
staff, lack experience at systemic improvement work, would benefit from guidance to identify 
common goals, have not prioritized professional development and PLCs, lack experience in using 
data, etc. The Implementation Consultant can offer some guidance in these areas, but more 
detailed work may need to be funded. For many reasons a site may decide to contract with 
someone to guide this work. Reach out to a local REA representative to discuss support options 
for this work.   
 

Online Grant System 

36. Can someone have access to multiple districts and grants on this system?  
Yes. Once you are a user, any organization in the system can name you as a user for them.  
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37. Does the grant system time out while you are working on it? 
It is unlikely the system will time out during a working session; however, inactivity for a period 
may require you to sign in again. The system is designed to save as you go; however, best 
practice would be to select “save” often while working. Working in an outside document, using a 
copy and paste method to assure work is backed up is also recommended. Back-up documents 
become even more important when multiple users are working in the same application.   
 

38. Once you are logged into the North Dakota System, can you change your personal information 
within the system (i.e., personal email)? 
Yes. Once you are logged in, you may change certain user profile details.  
 

39. Will we be uploading documents or answering in the system? 
The only document that will be uploaded is the Local Literacy Plan. All other answers will be 
typed into answer boxes. You will be able to cut and paste text from external documents as you 
work. 
 

40. When registering, it asks me to select a program area. What do I choose? 
This is an item that is useful on the back side, but not critical for you. Please select the “Striving 
Readers” option. If you have already done this step and selected something else, do not be 
concerned. It won’t affect your application.  
 

Budget 

41. Can we purchase services from out of state? 
Yes. Out-of-state vendors are allowable.  
 

42. We live on a state border and frequently work with an agency across the line. Can we partner 
with an out-of-state early learning partner?  
The funds you receive through the CLSD are to serve the children within your district borders. If 
the partnership is supporting your identified students, you can write your grant to include that 
partner in your projects.  
 

43. Do the amounts spread across the grade bands have to be equal? 
While it is understood that the funds will be used to serve the greatest number of 
disadvantaged children, there are no equity rules for distribution of the funds within an 
age/grade span. When the approach seems inequitable, an explanation should be included. 
 

44. Does the formula provided within the CLSD presentation slides illustrate one or five years as 
the total amount to budget? 
The formula offers a starting place for the five-year budget to illustrate the importance of 
focusing funds on disadvantaged students. It is not meant to hinder projects and goals. A smaller 
school may find the formula prohibitive and, therefore, should determine needs locally and 
request funding at a level that can meet those needs.  
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45. If you have carryover, does it have to stay in the same age category?  
Yes. Funds can only be used in the age/grade band awarded. This will be carefully tracked with 
detailed reporting ledgers.  
 

46. Once the budget is approved, are revisions allowed? 
Yes. Revisions to the activities will be allowed, but not to age/grade band percentages. 
 

47. If a local school district does not currently take Indirect expenses on its Federal grants, can it 
still take the indirect expenses on the CLSD grant? If so, how do I get the indirect rate?  
The indirect cost rate that we calculate for SEAs is good for one year. It may change annually. If a 
district would like to request an indirect cost rate going forward, it should fill out the 
questionnaire in STARS when completing the district financial report.  

Family and Community Projects 

48. Can we work with community partners to (insert your idea here)? 
This portion of the grant is for proposals that address the literacy needs of disadvantaged 
children. The state is not approving or declining individual project ideas during the application 
phase. Applicants should consider local literacy needs, and detail how the plan will improve 
literacy skills for disadvantaged children. Following awards, the CLSD State Administrative Team 
will assist grantees in developing projects within allowable guidelines.  


